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Abstract: The accuracy of position estimation is indicated by
Geometrical Dilution of Precision (GDOP) which depends on
geometry of visible satellite with respect to receiver. In this paper,
GDOP is calculated by estimating the receiver position using
Firefly Algorithm (FA). This method offers less computational
complexity as compared to complicated matrix inversion method
which is a time and power consuming process. The simulation
outcomes indicate that FA does well in terms of convergence time
and also accuracy of estimated position. The mean value of
position error obtained using FA in x-coordinate is 49.99m,
y-coordinate is 131.99m and z-coordinate is 41.79m. FA provides
maximum GDOP value of 2.183 and minimum of 1.244. For
24Hours of GPS data, FA has taken computation time of 50.38sec
to converge by taking an interval of 2Hours data.
Index Terms: Firefly algorithm, GDOP, Kalman filter, position
accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION
The GPS is an satellite based navigation system of US
advanced from the Department of Defense (DoD) is an
all-weather system [1]. Over 24 hours a day, GPS deliver a
three dimensional position, velocity, and time by transmitting
two signal frequencies of 1575.24 MHz and 1227.6 MHz in
L-band continuously anywhere on the globe. GPS is peferred
mainly due to its fully operational and highest global coverage
i.e., 8 to 14 SVs visibility between  75 Latitude,
eventhough there are so many available constellations for
satellites are there in world. It is used oftenly in defense and
civil aviation sectors. GDOP factor analysis [2] is mostly
dependent on GPS position accuracy.
The GPS receiver’s position accuracy is influenced by the
geometrical orientation of satellites when compared with
receiver position. The study of GPS position error is
discussed using Firefly optimization technique and then
GDOP is found in this paper. GDOP is based upon spatial
distribution of satellite vehicles and number of visible
satellites over a given geographical location. Better values of
GDOP [3-5] indicate more number of satellites are used for
position estimation. Firefly Algorithm is used to estimate the
position of receiver as it is required to calculate the GDOP
factor.
The methods used for position estimation are generally
Least Squares (LS) method for static positioning and Kalman
filter (KF) method, extended versions of kF for dynamic
positioning. In all of these methods, the initial position of
receiver is assumed to be zero and then iteratively updated the
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position based on the method adopted to reach nearby to the
surveyed location. Whereas in all optimization techniques the
initial guess is random based still it can be seen that FA
technique performs better not only for position estimation but
also for GDOP calculation. The GDOP is calculated simply
by knowing the designed matrix which is the difference
between satellite coordinates and receiver coordinates are the
resultant coordinates obtained after the application of FA
divided by pseudorange equation given in Eq.(2).
GDOP calculation can be done in two ways that is either by
optimal satellite selection [6] method means choosing best
four or five satellite combination out of all available satellites,
or by considering all visible satellites into account as
minimum of four satellites is necessary condition criteria for
GPS. In this paper the second approach is being taken into
account while calculating GDOP and it is shown that by
considering all visible satellites [7] at each epoch the value of
GDOP is better rather than optimal selection criteria.
In section 2, position error analysis using Firefly Algorithm
along with the fitness function is considered. GDOP
calculation is presented in section 3. In Section 4, results and
discussion is carried out followed by conclusions in section 5.
II. FIREFLY ALGORITHM
The fitness/objective function measured for calculation
using Firefly Algorithm technique is
(1)
O f = POR − PCR

POR is the Observed Pseudorange and PCR is
Calculated Pseudorange. Then O f is calculated till the
Where

variation between Observed Pseudorange and Calculated
Pseudorange reduces to minimum or zero value.

PCR = ( x sx − u rx ) 2 + ( y sy − u ry ) 2 + ( z sz − u rz ) 2
Where

(2)

x sx , y sy , z sz are satellite coordinates, and

u rx , u ry , u rz are receiver coordinates.
Firefly Algorithm (FA) was established first by Yang X.S in
2008 [8, 9] that is built on flashing activity of fireflies. The
generation of initial population is random based. The current
population is checked for fitness value (objective function
value) to accept the solution. The iteration is stopped after
attainment of best results or completion of maximum number
of generations. FA is tuned to speed up the convergence as
iterations continue by controlling the parameters randomness
[10].
The steps involved in
implementing FA are given
below [11].
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Step 1: Initialize firefly parameters as shown in Table 1.
Step 2: Create initial firefly population randomly for the
given parameters using unifrnd function in matlab.
Step 3: Choose the current best solution by calculating the
fitness function.
Step 4: Update the firefly position using movement and
attraction considering the following equations.

 =  0e
t +1

x

i

Where

= xi + e
t

− d 2

− d ij

2

The GDOP [4,13] decribes the positioning accuracy from the
geometry of visible satellites to the receiver [14].
The GDOP factor is measured using Eq. (5)

GDOP = trace( AT A) −1

(3)

( x j − xi ) +  t  t
t

t

(4)

 t is controlling parameter of step size, whlie  t is a

vector of guassian or other distribution.
Step 5: Terminate, if stopping criteria is fulfilled.
Table I provides FA parameters used for implementation
purpose [12].
Table I. FA parameters used in algorithm
Parameter
np
MIt
α
β
γ
αd

III. GEOMETRICAL DILUTION OF PRECISION (GDOP)

Definition
Fireflies Number
Number of max iterations
Mutation Coefficient
Base Value of Attraction Coefficient
Absorption Coefficient of Light
Damping Ratio of Mutation
Coefficient

Fig. 1 presents the flowchart of FA.

Start

Compute initial firefly
population randomly

value
20
350
0.2
2
1
0.98

(5)

Here, A is the designed matrix achieved from below Eq. (6).
 r11 r12 r13 1
r

 21 r22 r23 1
(6)
A= .
.
. .


.
. .
 .
rm1 rm 2 rm3 1
sy
sz
sx
where r = − ( x − urxi ) , r = − ( y − uryi ) , r = − ( z − urzi )
i3
i2
i1
PCRi
PCRi
PCRi
i = 1,2,....m, for all visible satellites in each epoch.

Where

x sx , y sy , z sz

are

satellite

coordinates,

u rx , u ry , u rz are receiver coordinates and PCRi is calculated
pseudorange.
The receiver coordinates

u rx , u ry , u rz are the estimated

receiver output positions obtained from Firefly Algorithm and
PCRi can be obtained using Eq. (2).
The approach is based on selecting all visible satellites at
each epoch for estimation of receiver position using Firefly
Algorithm [9]. For GDOP calculation, with increase in the
number of satellites the factor of GDOP value gets decreased
specifies that selection of all the satellites for GDOP results in
good accuracy.
The value of DOP parameters is assessed rendering to the
Table II [5].
Table II. Ratings of DOP Values

Choose the current best solution
by calculating the fitness
function

DOP
Value
<1
1-2
2-5
5-10
10-20
>20

Update the position using
movement and attraction

No

Stopping
criteria
reached?

Yes

Optimal result
Fig.1 Flowchart of FA
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Ratings
Ideal
Excellent
Good
moderate
Fair
Poor

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firefly Algorithm is applied to estimate the GPS receiver
position and position error in 3 dimensions in this paper. For
implementing this algorithm, the necessary input data is
collected from the real time dual frequency GPS receiver on
7th March 2016 which is positioned at Electronics and
Communication Engineering Department, Andhra University,
Visakhapatnam, Latitude 17.730N/Longitude 83.310E and the
receiver
error
position
analysis is taken for
24Hours period of duration.
Surveyed
location
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coordinates
are
(xr=706970.90m,
yr=6035941.02m,
zr=1930009.51m). The receiver captures the data in Receiver
Independent Exchange (RINEX) format which basically
involves 2 files namely: i) observation data and ii) navigation
data files. The observation file contains all the satellites
visible to attain the pseudoranges on a particular epoch of
time after adjusting for satellite clock error. The existing
satellite position in 3D is calculated from the navigation file
that comprises of 22 ephemeris data within it. The receiver
then calculates the comparative positions among the satellite
and receiver depending on received statistics for the two files.
For GDOP estimation it is necessary to know receiver
position in prior. The simulation results discussed are carried
out using Matlab 2016a.

Fig. 2 shows variation in X- coordinate error for the entire
observation period of 24Hrs. The receiver position in this
coordinate is deviated a maximum of 54 m and minimum of
46 m from its true value.
Fig. 3 shows variation in Y- coordinate error for the entire
observation period of 24Hrs. The receiver position in this
coordinate is deviated a maximum of 136 m and minimum of
128 m from its true value.

Table III. Receiver position estimation and GDOP using Firefly Algorithm method
Receiver position [meters]

Error in receiver position [meters]
GDOP

Time
[Hrs]
02.00

Xr

Yr

Zr

EXr

EYr

EZr

706922.97

6035806.30

1929964.21

47.93834

134.7158

45.36232

1.622

04.00

706921.09

6035804.22

1929963.41

49.81224

130.8506

46.16470

1.591

06.00

706912.33

6035810.09

1929966.61

47.88877

130.9277

31.47469

1.581

08.00

706916.51

6035811.01

1929966.33

52.10526

130.0100

43.24364

1.412

10.00

706922.01

6035805.33

1929967.42

48.89236

135.6849

42.15711

1.487

12.00

706922.25

6035807.61

1929960.15

48.65656

133.4049

45.97469

1.362

14.00

706918.61

6035806.89

1929964.14

52.29074

134.1234

45.43483

1.264

16.00

706917.69

6035807.90

1929956.65

53.21291

133.1206

38.48994

1.180

18.00

706916.08

6035812.43

1929960.15

50.28349

128.5886

42.13732

1.211

20.00

706918.50

6035807.59

1929958.97

52.40445

133.4324

42.32097

1.421

706923.29

6035812.15

1929960.81

49.94254

128.8685

41.22457

1.156

706924.37

6035800.77

1929961.18

46.53252

130.2463

37.59788

1.190

22.00
24.00

Table III shows the receiver position estimates and the
deviation from surveyed position as error using FA method.
The table shows the inaccuracy in the respective coordinates
of the GPS receiver position along with the GDOP. A GDOP
value lying between 1 to 2 indicates the accuracy of used FA
method. The mean values of position error obtained using FA
in x, y and z-coordinate is 49.99m, 131.99m and 41.79m
respectively.

Fig.3 Y- coordinate Rx position error using FA method
(averaged for every 2 hours)

Fig.2 X- coordinate Rx position error using FA method
(averaged for every 2 hours)
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Fig.4 Z- coordinate Rx position error using FA method
(averaged for every 2 hours)

Fig.4 shows variation in Z- coordinate error for the entire
observation period of 24Hrs. The receiver position in this
coordinate is deviated, maximum of 46 m and minimum of
31m from its true value.

Fig.6 Total availability of visible satellites with epoch time

Fig.7 show the variation of GDOP value with increase in
epoch time and it is observed that a maximum GDOP value of
2.183 appears at epoch number 451380sow and a minimum
GDOP value of 1.244 appears at 487500sow. The occurrence
of GDOP value between 1 to 3 from Fig. (7) show that the
accuracy achieved by application of FA method to GPS
receiver position is better for GDOP calculation.

Fig.5 FA Convergence graph

Fig. 5 displays the deviation of best cost for FA with
increase in iterations number i.e., FA has taken maximum of
350 iterations to converge to the desired result.
Fig.7 Variation of GDOP value with epoch time

Fig. 6 show the total availability of visible satellites in all
the epochs considered.
It is observed that a total of 14 visible satellites appears at
epoch time 486030 seconds of week(sow), which corresponds
to maximum number and a total number of 8 visible satellites
appears at epoch time 496875sow which corresponds to
minimum value.
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The variations of GDOP value owing to satellite
distribution is presented in Fig. 8 and 9.
Fig. 8 and 9 displays the sky plots for the epochs having
minimum and maximum GDOP values with SVPRNs
displayed and also is evident that minimum GDOP results in
wide spatial distribution of satellites while they are nearby for
maximum GDOP [15].
Sky plots signify the elevation and azimuthal angles of
satellites particular location in space compared to the located
GPS receiver on the earth’s surface.
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Fig 8. Sky plot of minimum GDOP

V.

Fig 9. Sky plot of maximum GDOP

CONCLUSIONS

The receiver position derived from FA is accurate as
GDOP value lies between 1 and 2. To reduce the
complexity and computational burden involved with
matrix multiplication method as the calculation of GDOP
with this method is time consuming, FA provides a better
solution. The receiver position error in all the three
coordinates are in the order of tens of meters. From the
results it is found that, the maximum errors are observed to
be 54 m, 136 m and 46 m and minimum errors to be 46m,
128m and 31m in X, Y and Z coordinates. For entire 24Hrs
GPS data distributed as 2Hrs data interval the computation
time taken is 50.38sec for convergence of FA. The
convergence time shows the speed of FA to compute
GDOP value. The accuracy provided by FA convinces to
use this method in civil and defense sectors.
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